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The Effect of jut-Circuit Non-Linearity
on the Amplitude Stability of RC Oscillators
Ed. Note: In the RC oscillator the amplitude
of oscillation is controlled by a thermallysensitive resistance in the form of a small
tungsten lamp. This control element gives
the oscillator its characteristic constancy of
output level over a wide range of operating
conditions. In practice, for example, the os
cillator's response is quite slight to such dis
turbances as hum, microphonics, a change
with tuning in the impedance ratios in the
frequency-determining network, or a change
in loading at the oscillator output.
At the same time, and in contrast to the
great majority of cases, experience with the
RC oscillator has disclosed instances in

which the oscillator has exhibited an exag
gerated response to such disturbances (see
Fig. 2 below). In a few cases actual envelope
instability has been observed. Although this
effect was generally attributed to tube
anomalies, since aging or replacing the
tubes removed the effect, over a period of
time the impression began to form that a
more definite factor was involved.
The envelope response was then investi
gated analytically by Bernard M. Oliver,
-hp- vice-president for R & D, and his analy
sis of the RC oscillator envelope response to
amplitude disturbances introduced into the

In the years since the introduction of the RC oscil
lator, many analyses have been made of the powersensitive feedback-controlling mechanism that
regulates the level of oscillation. To the author's
knowledge, these analyses have all assumed perfect
linearity in the amplifier
SEE ALSO:
circuit.
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ance, however, does not al
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ways agree with experience.
In particular, the envelope stability is usually much
better (i.e., transient disturbances in oscillation am
plitude die out much more rapidly) than the linear
theory predicts, especially for the higher oscillator
frequency ranges. The analysis presented here in
cludes the effect of non-linearity in the amplifier, and

Fig. 1. Basic circuit of RC oscillator. Constancy of
output level is achieved by controlling amplitude of
oscillation with thermally-sensitive resistance Ri, a
small tungsten lamp in negative feedback circuit.
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control element is presented in the following
article. We believe the analysis will be of
general interest because it takes into ac
count the effect of the small non-linearity
that exists in the amplifier portion of the
oscillator circuit, where previous analyses
have assumed an ideally linear amplifier.
The analysis shows that, if the amplifier were
in fact ideally linear, the envelope response
to amplitude disturbances would be some
JOO c/fa more than it is. It shows further that
the amplifier must have a slight compression
for the oscillator to be practical. This agrees
with observed results.

yields results which are in close agreement with ob
served performance.
It is shown that amplifier non-linearity so slight as
to cause insignificant waveform distortion has a pro
found effect on envelope stability. In fact, were it not
for this slight non-linearity, it would be virtually
impossible to build a simple lamp-stabilized RC os
cillator with good envelope stability over a wide
frequency range. This is borne out by the fact that oc
casionally oscillators show up in production which,
because of a fortuitous combination of tube charac-.
teristics, exhibit extremely low distortion. Invariably
these units give trouble with envelope "bounce", i.e.,
they have a highly oscillatory response to envelope
disturbances. In some cases, actual instability occurs

Fig. 2. Oscillogram showing unusual squegging-type transient response produced in
RC oscillator by making linearity of ampli
fier portion of circuit extremely high. Slight
amplifier compression gives normal response
shown in Fig. 7(a).
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As the temperature is changing, a
part, PS) of the input power goes into
heating the filament. Thus
Fig. 3. Plot of resistance
of tungsten lamp

where CT = thermal capacity of the
filament
â€” (specific heat) X (mass).
The total power input divides between
heat loss and heat being stored, so we
have

as a junction
of applied power.

log P

â€¢

and a modulated output is produced. where
In the following analysis we shall be
b = ( n + 2 ) - ( 6 )
gin by determining the normal condi
tions for steady-state oscillation and
the resulting lamp resistance. We next The corresponding time function has
the form
determine the perturbation in lamp re
sistance produced by a perturbation in
e = Aexp(- Â£- (d0tj cos (Xoi0t + <Â£) (7)
power fed to the lamp circuit. Finally,
For constant amplitude oscillations,
we determine the perturbation in oscil
lator output power resulting from a
we require b = 0 and therefore from
(6):
given perturbation in the lamp resist
ance. The product of these last two
transmissions is the envelope-loop gain
and obeys the usual Nyquist criterion Substituting this result in (3) we find
for stability.
the operating resistance, RÂ¡, of the lamp
to be

BP = cT8r + G, ST,
and if SP and ST are the amplitudes of
sinusoidal perturbations, we may re
place differentiation with multiplica
tion by p = jw to get:
SP = (pcT + GT)Sr
S T ( P )

R.

Figure 1 shows a typical RC oscil
lator. The amplifier is assumed to be
differential so that the output

E'

J ^ _ _
I / | N

pCR + I

,'.Â«

If a plot on log paper is made of the
resistance vs. power input for a vacuum
tungsten lamp, the result will consist
of two fairly straight line portions: a
constant resistance portion (at very
low power inputs) and a sloping por
tion as shown in Fig. 3. From such a
plot one may determine the slope

So-

w

(log R)

Sn describes the resistance sensitivity of
the lamp and is a factor in the envelope
loop gain. Typically

~n \ + PC/

nz

+ 2) z + I

here

q

~

GT

"iÂ· r

Let

(5)
-

2

J A

Taking this fact into account, we
see that the "transmission" of the lamp
as a control element, i.e., its resistance
response to input power fluctuations is
given by
SR

where SP is now the amplitude of a
sinusoidal power variation at frequency
", and p ^ Â¡u.
Unless the lamp is driven from a
matched source, the situation is compli
cated by the fact that the lamp power
input is affected not only by changes
in the source but also by the resulting
change in the lamp resistance itself. If
a lamp of resistance R( is driven by a
ThÃ©venin generator of peak voltage E
and resistance R2 (as in Fig. 1 ) , the
power input to the lamp is
r

R ,

E 2

T ^ J T

" *

Thus
3R,
R, - Rj
2 (R, + R2)2 L (R, + R,)' 2

, -,* Â«-

SP 8(E

However, at any operating temperature
/(T) will have a well-defined slope:
GT =

I2R,

Dividing this by (13) we find

Pt = f(T)

The normal modes of the system are
given by the roots of 1 â€” pB = 0, and
are

Â«T

I
- 4"

The resistance change of the lamp is,
of course, due to temperature change of
the filament. The power, P,, lost by ra
diation and conduction from the fila
ment is a non-linear function of tem
perature

* pCR Â» -f- = jâ€” i (J0 s â€”

.

LAMP DYNAMICS

We shall assume that Â¿u. is positive, real,
and independent of frequency. Rj is
the lamp, or other thermally sensitive
element with a positive temperature co
efficient. (The same analysis will hold if
R2 has a negative temperature coeffi
cient.) Let us assume the loop to be
broken at the point "X". Then
E _ b = .

- (n + 2)
+ (n â€¢*â€¢ 2)

R2 I - k0

i

High - frequency temperature varia
tions are suppressed by a simple pole,
the cutoff frequency being

k = TÃT - Â¿ - kÂ° W

BASIC OSCILLATOR
EQUATIONS

.

8P(p) pCT + Gr

.,

GT may be thought of as a thermal con
ductance.
© Copr. 1949-1998 Hewlett-Packard Co.

where

R, - R,

p - tni = (Â« - o

Combining (14) and (12) to eliminate
S P/P we obtain

Fig. 4. Circuit model used for investi
gating envelope loop gain.
S R ,

c Ã ¼ T

Â ¿ ( E 2 )

p + (l + S0p)aJT E2

which still exhibits a simple pole, but
with altered cutoff frequency and low
frequency transmission. Letting
SOJD

then the transmission, G(p), of the lamp
circuit to amplitude changes is simply

'
6(p) =

R,

=S

ait

We note that if p = 0, corresponding to
a matched source, S = S0 and Â«l = Â«T.
This is the case if fj. is high and n = 2
(see equation (8) ). With a "voltage"
source (R2<Rj, p>0) the increase in
lamp resistance decreases the power in
put, resulting in less total change of
resistance and a faster convergence to
the final value. With a "current"
source (R2>R1) p<0) an increase in lamp
resistance causes a further increase in
power input, so the total resistance
change and time to get there are
increased. Regardless of the source im
pedance the high frequency transmis
sion is S0uT/p (see eq. (15) ).
We must distinguish between the
power fluctuations which occur during
each cycle of the oscillation and the
(slower) changes resulting from fluc
tuations in the envelope itself. The
heat dissipation of the filament /(T) is
of the form
f(T) = A(T< - T.4) + B(T - Tu)

where A and B are constants and Ta
is the ambient temperature. The first
term represents radiation, and the sec
ond term conduction loss. Thus
GT = 4AT3 + B

and increases rapidly with temperature.
In a properly designed RC oscillator
the lamp is operated at a temperature
high enough to be on the sloping por
tion of Fig. 3 and low enough so that

"T Â¡s well below the bottom of the os
cillator tuning range. Thus the thermal
time constant prevents appreciable re
sistance changes during the oscillation
cycle (the power fluctations are at dou
ble frequency if there is no d-c in the
lamp) and harmonic distortion from
this cause is reduced. As a consequence
we need be concerned only with resist
ance changes arising from changes in
envelope amplitude.

the additional loading of the oscil
lator output by the additional branch
since it is in fact not present under nor
mal conditions. (If you like, you may
consider the added branch to be driven
through an ideal infinite input impe
dance unity gain amplifier.)
Initially the system is assumed to be
oscillating stably with the output

ENVELOPE LOOP GAINLINEAR // -CIRCUIT

R/ having been set at precisely Rl5 the
value given by (9) . Under these condi
tions R!" will also have the value RI.
A perturbation S Rj' is now introduced in
Rj'and the resulting change of lamp re
sistance SRj" determined. The ratio
SR1"/SR1'is the envelope loop gain, H:

In determining the envelope loop
gain it is convenient to break only the
envelope feedback loop. This can be
done, in effect, by duplicating the re
sistance arms of the Wien bridge as
shown in Fig. 4. The negative feedback
is taken from a branch containing a re
sistor "2 and a non-thermally sensitive
resistor R/, while the branch contain
ing R2 and the lamp is left connected
across the output as before. We neglect

e = E, cos((j0t + </>),

SR,"\

SR;

R,

" '
Wi)

'

( i r )

,E,2/ R,

The first factor on the right is the per
turbation in the lamp resistance pro-

DE GAULLE VISITS -Jip- PLANT

Wm. R. Hewlett (right) shows France's President Charles
De Gaulle (center) planned floor arrangement for new -hpfactory building under construction.
The Hewlett-Packard plant was a
special point of interest for France's
President Charles De Gaulle on his
recent tour of the U. S. The -npplant, together with its location, the
well-known Stanford Industrial Park,
were visited by President De Gaulle
as examples of leading present-day
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concepts relating the design of
industrial plants and industrial
areas.
President De Gaulle and his party
were conducted on the tour of the
-hp- plant and laboratories by -hpExecutive Vice -President Wm. R.
Hewlett.

and so the response to a step of ampli
tude t is:
A(E!)

The "bounce" has a frequency

= [exp(-

This is the step response of a system
whose transmission is given by
OUJ0

Fo(p) = - 7T^
corresponding to a real root at

and dies out with a time constant 2/aL,
or twice the time constant of the lamp
circuit. For Sacj0 Â» ajt > the Q of this
oscillation is rather high, indicating
considerable enhancement of disturb
ances at frequencies in the vicinity of

p = â€” Â«Â«u,,.

Fig. 5. Envelope loop gain characteris
tic Ho(p) that would exist if amplifier
were ideally linear. This characteristic ex
hibits considerable stretch of 12 db/oc
tave gain slope above ut, the frequency
corresponding to the lamp circuit time
constant, resulting in poor phase margin
and oscillatory transient response.
duced by the perturbation in power in
put to the lamp branch and is given by
the results of the previous section. The
second factor on the right, the pertur
bation in amplifier power output pro
duced by changes in the resistance R/,
we must now determine.
_ When R/ is changed from Rj to
R! + SRj', b changes from zero (repre
senting steady state oscillation) to
_

:

3 k

R, * R,
k = k0

SR;

-^=R.

By taking the derivatives of equations
(6) and (3) and substituting in them
relations (8) and (9) respectively, we
find
n2 - 4 t

a=2+

(n +

J_
,,>
(18)

Note that the magnitude and sign
of the root depend on e. Hence for
sinusoidal perturbations of R/.the root
oscillates about p = 0, and to an ex
ceedingly good approximation, we may
write
.

.

F o ( p )

<

*

=

<

!

-

)

<

,

(20)

â € ”

Combining this result with (16) we
find for the total envelope loop gain
H0(p)=Fo(P)G(p) = -1Ã^Ly .(2,)

A typical loop gain characteristic is
shown in Fig. 5. The loop gain is infi
nite at zero frequency and at low fre
quencies falls at 6 db/octave on a line
which would intersect unity gain at
<a = SauQ. At <Â°i the additional pole due
to the lamp circuit is felt, and above
this frequency the gain falls at 1 2 db/
octave.
Since for high oscillation frequencies
Saw0Â»<o1) the linear analysis shows
that there would be a long stretch of
12 db/octave gain slope before gain
crossover and continuing indefinitely
thereafter. This would result in ex
tremely poor phase margin and a highly
oscillatory transient response. We can,
in fact, readily compute this response.
The transmission function relating
disturbances in Rl5 say, to disturbances
in the output amplitude (squared)
with the envelope loop closed is
Fo(p)

MP) =

I - Ho(p)

p(p

~ 2, for p. Â» i

(22)

Thus for a small constant increment,
SR,'
â€¢=â€” = f '
R,

p2 + Un p + Serojo'",
The roots of the denominator are

the output will be
e = E. exp Ã-

^ Wotj cos (Xcu0t + </>)

The envelope therefore has the form
r

e

a

e

E. "P ( - -g- <"â€ž

and its square is
E? = E,2 exp(-

P,, - so that in response to a step or impulse
disturbance the output amplitude
(squared) will describe a damped os
cillation of the form
E2 = E,z + AMP -

The change Â¡n EJ is simply

© Copr. 1949-1998 Hewlett-Packard Co.

This can be seen directly from (22).
Substitution of p = Â¿ jYsaojoOJt yields
T o
Â «
^
I max Â«Jjt

( 2 3 )

Thus in a typical case, if S = Vt, f^ = 0.2
cps, Â« = 2, and f0 = 500 kc, we would
have
2 X 500,000
= 5x 10<orl34db!
.2

This would occur at a modulation fre
quency of 224 cps. At lower oscillator
frequencies the enhancement is reduced
somewhat but still is serious. For exam
ple, at 144 kc the enhancement is 123
db at the likely modulation frequency
of 120 cps. It would seem from the
linear theory that over the upper oscil
lator ranges the amplitude stabilization
would be extremely troublesome with
large amplification of circuit hum and
microphonics.
While RC oscillators can be made
which exhibit such behavior, it is by
no means typical. The observed en
velope transient response is in general
non-oscillatory or only slightly so. At
first one might suspect that the lamp
transmission might be more complicat
ed than that of a simple pole â€” that, in
particular, it might fall off more slowly
than 6 db/octave at high frequencies.
Any slight decrease in the slope of G(p)
at high frequencies would increase the
loop phase margin and greatly improve
the stability. However, measurements
on actual lamps indicate that any de
partures from the 6 db/octave slope, if
present, are very slight. As we shall see
in the next section, the discrepancies
between the above linear theory and ob
servation can be accounted for by the
very slight non-linearity which in fact
is present in the amplifier we have so
far described by the constant, /j..
ENVELOPE LOOP GAINSLIGHTLY NON-LINEAR
/'-CIRCUIT
If Â¡j. decreases with an increase in os
cillation level, then decreasing the re
sistance R/Jn Fig. 4 to a value slightly
less than Rj would not cause the oscil
lation amplitude to increase indefinite-

ly. Instead the oscillation would merely
build up till [i decreased enough to
make the new value of R,' correct for
stable oscillations (See eq. (8) ). In
principle a lamp would no longer be
necessary, though the amplitude would
be very sensitive to changes in Â¡Ã-, R1?
and R2, as well as to tracking of the
bridge capacitors and resistors. This
same stabilizing action of the amplifier
non-linearity is effective when a lamp
is present and the loop is closed.
Normally, a non -linear transfer

characteristic is described by express
ing the instantaneous output as a series
containing powers of the instantaneous
input. Here we shall do the reverse, and
represent the input as a series of powers
of the output:
, eout

out

C3 e out

There are two reasons for doing this.
First, in a feedback amplifier (and at
harmonic frequencies an RC oscillator
has large negative feedback) the dis
tortion actually appears principally in

the net input to the /A circuit. Second,
the equations are simpler with this
equally valid representation.
For sinusoidal outputs, the square
law term requires only additional d-c
and second harmonic input components
and hence does not affect the funda
mental gain, ju. The first term of in
terest to us after the linear term is
therefore the cubic term. Further, in
the case of small non-linearity all high
er terms are generally negligible by
comparison. Accordingly we will as-

(a) Envelope response typical of RC oscillator to slight amplitude disturbances within circuit. Oscillation frequency
is 100 cps (left), 1 kc (middle), and 10 he (right). Sweep times are 200, 100, and 50 milUsec/cm, respectively. Oscil
lator distortion is 66 db below oscillation level.

(b) Envelope response to internal disturbance when lamp circuit time constant is increased, showing slower en
velope same Distortion, sweep times, and oscillator frequencies are same as in (a).

(c) Envelope response when oscillation level is reduced to obtain very high effective linearity in amplifier portion
of circuit. Distortion is about 90 db below oscillation leve 1. Sweep times are I sec/ cm (left), 500 millisec/cm (mid
dle), (a). 100 millisec/cm (right}. Oscillator frequencies are same as in (a).
Fig. 7. Oscillograms of RC oscillator envelope responses
made to test theory developed in accompanying article.
© Copr. 1949-1998 Hewlett-Packard Co.

and is the network loss at z â€” Â± j3 rela
tive to the loss at z = 0 or z = Â°o.
Therefore

:
I +

F(0) = -

y k, (I - k,) n + 2
3d,

Mo

J^Â£ , Â±L. . fat)
p .

4

Suppose now that such an amplifier
is connected as shown in Fig. 4, and is
initially oscillating with E = Ej, Rt' = Rlt
and /" =: /*i. If Rj' is now changed to
Rj 4- SRj', k will change by an amount
Ak =

SR,' = k, (I - k,)e

the
where, again, e = = , and
RI
value of kfl as given by equation (8)
with M = /*i. The oscillation will now
stabilize at a new amplitude, such that
the change in k0 required by (8) has
the above value.

(25)

Now the initial rate of change of
P (at E = Ej) is not affected by the nonlinearity since the amplitude must first
change for the non-linearity to be felt;
so we may differentiate (19) to obtain
E,' Â¿t

where ai is the value of a with p â€¢=. pi.
Further, the rate of change of E2 will
be proportional to E2 â€” E22 since the ex
cess input to the amplifier (caused by
excess k) is proportional to this quan
tity. As a result, the transient in E2 will
be exponential. The time function
which fits all these conditions is

The response to a unit step is therefore

kz - k, = Ak

and corresponds to the frequency func
tion

Using (24b) we find

W o

F(p) - -

Fig. 6. Envelope loop gain characteris
tic H(p) for conditions where pole in en
velope response resulting from amplifier
non-linearity is (a) below, (b) equal to,
and (c) above frequency corresponding to
lamp circuit time constant, (a) and (c)
represent stable conditions since gain
slope is only 6 db/octave over effective
region. Most oscillatory response case (b)
actually occurs in practice only at very
low oscillator frequencies of a few cycles
and at envelope frequencies on the order
of 1 cps.

sume as the transfer characteristic:
6Â¡n = /ZÂ¡ (eÂ°"t + ae'out)

where /i0 is the amplifier gain for in
finitesimal inputs.
Now assume eout = E sin ""M â€¢

u j n
p + cu,

F(0)

and, letting A(E2) = E/ - E,2 . this re
duces to

Since
g ,

_

/ 9 b \

( r

+

2 } '

k, (I - k,) [dk/t , k| n
A ( E 2 )
E , 2

4

3 d E , 2

'

we find using (25) that
3(n+

where Dj is the distortion, D, at E =
Er Dividing both sides by e, we find
the d-c envelope (squared) transmis
sion to be
F(0) = - â€¢Â£- k,(l - k,)
O U|

The distortion with feedback, d , is
more generally known, and it is appro
priate to convert to this quantity. Since
at the third harmonic, z = Â± j3, we
have

Then

e-^l

o r ,

3dE,2

and from (4) and (8) we find
n d, u,
D, =
n+ 2 y
where

2)

As a result of the non-linearity,
the envelope response has a pole at
p = â€” Uj rather than at the origin (see
eq. (20) ). The total envelope loop gain
H(p) now consists of two simple RC
cutoffs, one fixed at MI, the other at <ai
and therefore variable with wn. Figs. 6a,
6b, and 6c show the factors Ftp) and
G(p) and their product H(p) for three
oscillator frequencies which place u>i
below, equal to, and above Â«01.
From the figures it is clear that for
u!Â«ui or uiÂ»ut, the loop gain
has a simple 6db/octave cutoff over the
region of interest. The least phase mar
gin, and therefore the most oscillator)'
condition, occurs when Uj = u1. We
t h e n h a v e < u .
F(p) = F(0)- p +
cut

If D â€” 3rd harmonic distortion with
out feedback, then

G(p) = S

© Copr. 1949-1998 Hewlett-Packard Co.

,

Thus
E '

M

Sixty-cycle hum modulation peak occur
ring at oscillator frequency of about
60 kc.

(b)
One hundred and twenty cycle hum mod
ulation peak occurring at oscillator fre
quency of 240 kc.

Fig. 8. Oscillograms of maximum enhancement of hum in
RC oscillator envelope when amplifier circuit has very high
linearity discussed in article.

and the closed loop response to disturb
ance in RI is:
T(p) =

F(p)
I - F(p)G(p)
fil. f i

- F(0) TT

- SF(0)oj,2

Comparing this result with the linear
case, we see that third harmonic dis
tortion 50 db down has reduced the en
velope gain enhancement by about 100
db! Further, the worst situation, in
the example above, now occurs at the
bottom of the tuning range at
a,oj0 ~

If the distortion is small,
or

and the maximum occurs near

and the modulation frequency which
is enhanced is

p = Â± Â¡~\/ - S F(0) (i>|

(Note: F(0) itself is negative.) The
value of this maximum is
F(0)
2

!i

(19)

Â«.y
6d, (n + 2)

and it occurs at a modulation fre
quency of
Sa,
3d, (n + 2)

(30)

For the typical case of f1 Â» 1,
S = 14, and n = 2, we find

-A3

< ^ m

0.975%

.

The closed loop envelope transmis
sion functions T0(p) and T(p) which we
have used in evaluating the relative en
velope loop stability in the linear and
non-linear cases are correct only when
the disturbance is a perturbation in R,.
Such perturbations might be caused by
filament vibration or deliberate adjust
ment of a variable resistor in series with
the lamp. The response, Tq(p), to frac
tional perturbations of some other
parameter, q, will be of the form
Tq(p) =

a, = 2

l m a x

=

SENSITIVITY TO
// VARIATIONS

yk,(l - k,) n + 2
3d,

fm

which is well below any hum or strong
microphonic component.

2 4 d ,
=

6 . 6 6 d ,

T(p)

(3D

For example, if n changes (during tun
ing) we have

(j,
^ = -

/I3.32d,

If the distortion is assumed to be 50 db
down, then d. = 10 ^ and
= 47.5 ~ 33.5 db â€¢

or if the disturbances are variations in
ÃJL we find
- k)

T(P) (31)

© Copr. 1949-1998 Hewlett-Packard Co.

M k ( ,

-

k )

M

which apparently decreases as /JL is in
creased. However the larger /x is made,
the less in general will be the distortion,
d, and the greater will be |T|mal as
given by equation (29)- Thus the
worst enhancement, |Tpi|mal, is inde
pendent of /A to a first order so long as
/*Â» 1, and we are led to the impor
tant conclusion that the distortion may
be reduced indefinitely by increasing ju.
without worsening the enhancement of
[i variations at any frequency.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test the above theory, a transient
was produced in an -hp- Model 200 CD
5 cps - 600 kc oscillator. The resulting
envelope transient was then observed at
various oscillator frequencies and at
two widely different output levels cor
responding to different degrees of am
plifier linearity. The transient was
produced by shorting a small resistor,
SRj, in series with the lamp (or
lamps) . In all cases 5Rj was made l/2 Â°/o
of Rj, so the input disturbance was a
step function of magnitude
SRj/Rj = 0.005.
The envelope responses to this tran
sient are shown in the accompanying
sets of oscillograms. The first set, Figs.
7 (a), shows the envelope transient at
normal oscillator operating level and at
oscillator frequencies of 100 cps, 1 kc,
and 10 kc. The normal complement of
two lamps was used for Rr The meas
ured distortion was about 66 db below
the fundamental and consisted almost
entirely of 3rd harmonic. The results
show an oscillatory transient at the
lower frequencies and a non-oscillatory
response at 10 kc, indicating an ap
proach to a 0-6 db/octave loop gain
characteristic as too is increased, in ac
cord with the non-linear theory.
The oscillator was now modified by
adding two more lamps to Rt to make
a total of four in series. R, was then re
adjusted to restore the output to the
normal level. The measured distortion
was the same as before, and as can be
seen from Figs. 7(b), the transients are
quite similar, but slower, owing to the
longer time constant of the lamps at
reduced temperature.
Next, all the lamps but one were
removed and R2 reduced by a factor
of four. This produced one-fourth the
normal oscillation level and hence the
same lamp temperature as in the im
mediately previous case. Thus the only
significant change was the distortion,

which dropped to a level too low to
measure accurately but which was
about 90 db below the fundamental.
From Fig. 7(c), it is obvious that the
envelope transient is now more oscil
latory in all cases, but especially so for
the higher oscillator frequencies as one
would expect from the linear theory.
(See also Fig. 2, front page.)
A search was now made for the large
enhancement of hum modulation to be
expected from the linear theory. At an
oscillator frequency of 60 kc the 60-

cycle modulation shown in Fig. 8 (a)
was found. At four times this fre
quency or 240 kc the 120-cycle modu
lation shown in Fig. 8(b) was also
found. Neither of these modulations is
present at the normal operating level
(and distortion). Their appearance at
very low distortion levels nicely illus
trates the drastic decrease in envelope
stability at high oscillator frequencies
as one approaches perfect fi-circuit lin
earity.

CONCLUSION
Simple lamp stabilized oscillators de
pend in large measure for their dy
namic amplitude stability upon slight
non-linearity (compression) in the as
sociated amplifier. The effectiveness of
this non-linearity in stabilizing the en
velope transient response is so great that
instability is not serious unless the dis
tortion is more than 70 or 80 db down.
For oscillators having less distortion
than this, more sophisticated AVC
methods are probably desirable.
â€”Bernard M. Oliver

UTILIZING VLF STANDARD BROADCASTS
WITH THE -/ip- FREQUENCY DIVIDER AND CLOCK

Fig. the precision Model 113AR Frequency Divider and Clock increases the precision
with standard. local frequencies can be compared with broadcast standard.
Recently, it was shown1 here how both
frequency and time can be locally deter
mined to increased precision by employ
ing a specially-developed -hp- Frequency
Divider and Clock. The method dis
cussed utilized the standard time signals
which are broadcast in the HF region.
The discussion also mentioned that the
Clock was similarly valuable for enabling
the time-comparison technique to be used
with time signals broadcast at VLF, such

as from station NBA2. Several stations are
now broadcasting standard signals at
VLF, and much interest has been shown
in using the Clock for comparing local
frequencies with VLF signals. Being
ground-wave propagated, VLF signals
offer the advantage for this work that
they are virtually free of the transmissionpath effects that make it necessary with
HF signals for comparisons to be sepa
rated by a period of hours or days to

Fig. frequency with arrangement for comparing local standard frequency with
VLF standard broadcasts.
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achieve high comparison accuracy. With
VLF signals it is possible in an hour or so to
make a comparison to a few parts in 1010.
Determinations of time with VLF sig
nals can be made as described previously
by comparing the pulse from the Clock
with the 1 pps modulation on the VLF
transmissions. The increased-precision fre
quency comparisons, however, are made
by comparing the pulse from the Clock
with the phase of the VLF carrier fre
quency. An equipment arrangement for
doing this is indicated in Fig. 2. In this set
up the pulse from the Clock is positioned
by the phase shifter on the Clock panel to
occur in the middle or late portion of the
received VLF pulse. The Clock pulse is
then used to start a time-interval measure
ment on the counter. The measurement
will be stopped by the next following
cycle of the carrier frequency from the re
ceived VLF signal. The resulting time-in
terval readings are printed by the Model
560A Digital Recorder and continuouslyplotted on a strip-chart recorder using the
analog output from the 560A. A chart is
thus obtained which shows the relative
time drift between the clock pulse and the
VLF carrier cycle. This chart will have a
resolution of 2 or 3 microseconds3, corre
sponding to a frequency comparison of a
few parts in lO'O in one hour.
'Dexter Hartke, "A New Clock for Improving
the Accuracy of Local Frequency And Time
Standards," Hewlett-Packard Journal, Vol 11
No. 3-4, Nov. -Dec., 1959.
'Station NBA, Panama, broadcasts on an 18 kc
carrier frequency which is modulated at a 1 pps
repetition rate. Both the carrier frequency and
modulation repetition rate are monitored by the
Naval Research Laboratory and held to an ac
curacy of 2 parts in 1010 with respect to a cesium
standard. Vlf experimental broadcasts are also
being made at reduced power by the National
Bureau of Standards on 20 and 60 kc with a later
increase to full power expected.
'Final resolution depends on such factors as re
ceiver location, type of receiver, etc. At the -hplaboratories a Model 302A Wave Analyzer has
been successfully used as a receiver for both
NBA, Panama, and WWVL, Boulder, Colo.,
with a simple five-foot diameter loop for an
antenna.

